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valuevaluevaluevaluevalue
Landscape Architects take a compre-

hensive and contextual approach to

their work. With this broad spectrum of

knowledge the Landscape Architect can

be both a generator of change and an

environmental steward. This compre-

hensive perspective, from site analysis

to site design to implementation can

provide value to public sector projects

by providing outside expertise and re-

sources to focus on a specific project

or issue.

integrationintegrationintegrationintegrationintegration
Landscape Architects are skilled in

evaluating existing environments and

the effects of environments on people.

By combining technical science and

design with social sciences, Landscape

Architects are adept at planning for

special needs populations such as

children, the elderly or the disabled.

processprocessprocessprocessprocess
Analysis of environmental, physical,

social and economic considerations

allows design of the land for maximum

human use and benefit.  Close

involvement with the construction

process ensures a successful

execution of the product.

diversitydiversitydiversitydiversitydiversity
Landscape Architects offer an essential

array of expertise necessary to plan,

design and construct landscapes useful

to people and to the environment. A

Landscape Architect is knowledgeable

in the physical and life sciences as well

as the art of design and principles of

construction. This unique combination

of skills is necessary because

numerous factors affect every design.

The Landscape Architect’s role is not

simply to design a ‘pretty’ streetscape,

or a ‘lush’ park, but rather to propose

the most beneficial interventions for the

space in question.

knowledgeknowledgeknowledgeknowledgeknowledge
Training in fields such as behavioural

psychology, sociology, anthropology

and economics brings both a human

dimension and a practical one to

Landscape Architects’ designs.  Social

and behavioural elements, as well as

technical expertise, are incorporated

throughout the entire design process.
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Walking through an urban cen-

tre, hiking in a regional park or

vacationing in a mountainous

ski village, the work of Land-

scape Architects surrounds us.

To many, the shaping of these

spaces remains a mystery.

What is the role of the Land-

scape Architect in the creation

of these urban and natural

spaces?

Why, and how, should a Land-

scape Architect be selected for

Public Realm Projects?  The

following pages outline the ex-

pertise of Landscape Archi-

tects, and the steps taken in

contracting their services.
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Team ManagementTeam ManagementTeam ManagementTeam ManagementTeam Management
The Landscape Architect’s broad

knowledge base allows an

understanding of numerous issues and

related professions. Landscape

Architects are valuable leaders and

facilitators of multidisciplinary

consultant teams.  Such teams ensure

that design creativity and technical

rigour are united and balanced.

Public FacilitationPublic FacilitationPublic FacilitationPublic FacilitationPublic Facilitation
and Mediationand Mediationand Mediationand Mediationand Mediation
Designing a participatory community

outreach program is increasingly

becoming a part of obtaining project

approvals.  This is especially important

when users and uses may change over

the life of a project.  Landscape

Architects with strong oral and graphic

communication skills can analyze user

needs and integrate them into creative

solutions that also meet other project

objectives.  Furthermore, Landscape

Architects can facilitate the public input

process by preparing press releases,

conducting public meetings, and

assembling public input.

ConstructionConstructionConstructionConstructionConstruction
AdministrationAdministrationAdministrationAdministrationAdministration
Landscape architects provide

construction management to ensure

that project implementation complies

with the construction documents.

Municipalities will also benefit when a

Landscape Architect co-ordinates the

bid process, administers change

orders, resolves design issues, reviews

payment requests, and administers

schedules. Furthermore, Landscape

Architects can perform construction

feasibility reviews or value engineering

to determine the most advantageous

process or material to use over the life

of a project.

Post ConstructionPost ConstructionPost ConstructionPost ConstructionPost Construction
Built projects can be assessed by

Landscape Architects for problems with

drainage and landscape water

management.  Maintenance plans or

management plans, operation

guidelines and cost projections can be

developed to assure continued success

of a project.

HistoricHistoricHistoricHistoricHistoric
PreservationPreservationPreservationPreservationPreservation
The research and documentation of

historic plans and gardens ensure that

renovations are sensitive to historic

themes, while highlighting the past.

Furthermore, direction can be given to

new work so as to complement historic

elements.

Master PlanningMaster PlanningMaster PlanningMaster PlanningMaster Planning
Master Plans are decision-making tools

with which to assess, program or project

change. By concurrently evaluating

existing and future uses, development

can be planned in a beneficial manner

within the constraints of site and budget.

Site SelectionSite SelectionSite SelectionSite SelectionSite Selection
Through the evaluation of project re-

quirements, opportunities & constraints,

and environmental characteristics,

Landscape Architects can effectively

review alternative sites, selecting the

best available location early in the

project timeline.

Site PlanningSite PlanningSite PlanningSite PlanningSite Planning
Site Planning is the process whereby

proposed site uses are arranged with

one another and within the proposed

site, while examining such aspects as:

pedestrian circulation, parking, entry

and exit useability, and how to best in-

tegrate form and function. Through

early involvement in the design proc-

ess, Landscape Architects can play a
lead role in coordinating a comprehen-
sive strategy which may include the in-

SustainabilitySustainabilitySustainabilitySustainabilitySustainability
Landscape Architects often lead a team

of specialists mitigating the effects of

development on the environment.

When a project is led by a Landscape

Architect, the competing interests of

development, aesthetics and ecology

are woven into a harmonious solution.

When dealing with brownfield sites,

Landscape Architects can plan for

remediation while arranging  suitable

uses within the often contaminated

landscape.

Urban DesignUrban DesignUrban DesignUrban DesignUrban Design
Urban Design addresses the

interrelated issues that arise in city and

suburban environments. Urban design

seeks to harmonize the competing

interests of commercial, retail, and

residential uses; mass transit,

automobile and pedestrian circulation;

infrastructure, zoning law and

development agreements; social and

economic demands and neighbourhood

concerns, . The guidelines, district

plans, or other Urban Design products

serve to direct  development or

redevelopment of an area.

Visual AnalysisVisual AnalysisVisual AnalysisVisual AnalysisVisual Analysis
Projects such as utility corridors,

landfills, highways, structures, mass

transit alignments, parks and open

space will have a visual impact on their

surroundings or on vistas from

significant public viewpoints. Through

means qualitative or quantitative

Landscape Architects assess  the visual

impacts of various proposals, using tools

ranging from simple sketches to

computer models.

DesignDesignDesignDesignDesign
Design is the conceptualization, plan-

ning and implementation of ideas for the

improvement of everyday life. Land-

scape Architects are educated in all as-

pects of design as it relates to landscape

elements, such as planting, paving,

lighting, structures, facilities, signage,

site furnishings, fountains, irrigation,

grading, drainage and erosion control

to name a few.  Taking a contextual and

comprehensive approach, Landscape

Architects view design as a tool: a  tool

to integrate programme elements within

a site to improve both form and function

while minimizing the impact to the site.
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terface with architects and engineers.
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The RFQ process is suitable for projects

that are more complex or require a team

of professionals.  A RFQ is also a good

way to identify a short list of firms with

directly relevant experience and skills

before requesting proposals and

interviews.

The RFQ provides background

information from a variety of firms.

Because most firms have already

developed this information, they can

efficiently respond to a RFQ.  The

selector can then easily evaluate a

standard set of criteria, narrow the list

(generally three to five firms), and then

embark on interviews or ask for a more

detailed proposal of services.

Request forRequest forRequest forRequest forRequest for
Qualifications (RFQ)Qualifications (RFQ)Qualifications (RFQ)Qualifications (RFQ)Qualifications (RFQ)

Request for ProposalRequest for ProposalRequest for ProposalRequest for ProposalRequest for Proposal
(RFP)(RFP)(RFP)(RFP)(RFP)

There are two commonThere are two commonThere are two commonThere are two commonThere are two common
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The value of the RFP lies in specificity
of the proposed work program.  If a
project is complex, the RFP may also
alert the client to new and creative
solutions. Several key elements will
enhance the RFP process:

• Be available to answer questions• Be available to answer questions• Be available to answer questions• Be available to answer questions• Be available to answer questions
Items will always need to be clarified.
Try to ensure a project contact person
is available.  Pre-proposal meetings are
an effective mechanism for
communicating project specifics.

• Be clear about objectivesBe clear about objectivesBe clear about objectivesBe clear about objectivesBe clear about objectives
Even if the exact services needed may
be unclear, attempt to define the
project’s intended goals and finished
product.

• Selection process:• Selection process:• Selection process:• Selection process:• Selection process:
Candidates selected from the proposals
can then be interviewed to further
narrow the field. Interviews permit staff
to become acquainted with the design
team, while allowing both parties to
clarify expected results.

• Be specific with proposal requests• Be specific with proposal requests• Be specific with proposal requests• Be specific with proposal requests• Be specific with proposal requests
Two approaches are considered
preferable.  A request should outline
either A The dollar limit available or B
The items and services required.  In
each case the proposal can effectively
respond to either A The services that
can be provided for the specified dollar
limit or B Proposed fees for performing
the requested services.

• Request only qualified firms• Request only qualified firms• Request only qualified firms• Request only qualified firms• Request only qualified firms
Firms tend to specialize in different
areas of practice. Research firms in
your area, limiting requests to only
suitably qualified firms.

• Clarify the goals of the project.  Describe

the intended goals, whose goals they are,

and the key issues.

•  Identify the contact person to whom the

Landscape Architect will report,  how the

decision-making process will work,

timelines, and how the consultants will

receive approvals.

• Background   Describe the location of

the project, the type of work envisioned,

funding sources and requirements, and the

project’s history as applicable.  Collect maps

and any other pertinent site information

(photos, articles, project program).

•  •  •  •  •  Request     letters of interest from various

firms.  Contact the BCSLA for a list of firms

specializing in relevant services.  Consider

advertising in appropriate newspapers and

periodicals, including Sitelines, the monthly

BCSLA Newsletter.

• Define the services required.

Be as specific as possible.  Make provisions

for firms to submit additional services they

think may be helpful, but be sure they are

described separately.

• Describe the expected end product and

timelines for such deliverables.

SELECTING SELECTING SELECTING SELECTING SELECTING AAAAA LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT
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SSSSSeveral key steps will help ensure a successfuleveral key steps will help ensure a successfuleveral key steps will help ensure a successfuleveral key steps will help ensure a successfuleveral key steps will help ensure a successful
selection process   Write a concise request thatselection process   Write a concise request thatselection process   Write a concise request thatselection process   Write a concise request thatselection process   Write a concise request that
includes the following information:includes the following information:includes the following information:includes the following information:includes the following information:
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